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Speech structure and objectives
§ Definitions: AI, Bias, Big data
§ Introduction to machine learning models: how they work, how
they are trained and why they can exhibit bias
§ Presentation and discussion of some high profile examples of
models that exhibited bias
§ Summary and conclusions

Definitions: Algorithm

A series of instructions for performing a calculation or solving a
problem.

Definitions: AI

“The science of making computers do things that
require intelligence when done by humans.”, Marvin
Minsky

Definitions: AI
General AI: Machines with broad cognitive abilities, emulating (and possibly
surpassing humans in) all intellectual activities associated with human beings.
Narrow AI: Machines which can perform one or more tasks which would require
intelligence when carried out by a human being.

Evaluating AI: The Turing test

Standard: A computer is deemed to possess artificial intelligence if a human
interrogator, after posing some written questions, cannot tell whether the
answers came from a computer or from a person.

Some Objections
Is this a fair way to assess intelligence?
Should human intelligence be the sole measure?

Some Objections
Do airplanes fly the way that birds do?
Do ships swim like fish?

The AI debate
There is a big debate about whether we will ever achieve general artificial
intelligence and, if we will, how far in to the future will that happen.

But does it really matter?
ØWe have developed algorithms which achieve super-human performance in
many tasks currently performed by humans (narrow artificial intelligence).
ØSuch machine learning algorithms are already deployed at scale and they can
have a potentially outsized influence in our lives.

Some context
Ø

The quest for artificial intelligence started as early as the 1950s.

Ø

There have been two AI false dawns in the 20th century, each followed by
long periods (1974-1980 and 1987-1993) of widespread
disillusionment.

So, why now? What changed?
Ø

More powerful computers

Ø

Massive datasets

Ø

Cloud computing and the Internet

Paradigm shift

We can finally train algorithms that learn from examples.

What does that mean?

Before big data and AI: Software 1.0
Ø

Gather a diverse team of computer scientists and subject matter experts

Ø

Distil subject expert knowledge into a decision process chart

Ø

Pre-determine every possible scenario and determine the appropriate
response.

Ø

Translate the decision chart to a set of explicit instructions to the
computer

Ø

Deploy and check for errors in the implementation

Before
Software 1.0

Image Source: Wikipedia

Now: Software 2.0
Ø

Specify the desired behavior

Ø

Collect and curate a large, diverse, dataset

Ø

Specify an appropriate general family of algorithms

Ø

Use the computational resources at hand and let the model find the
best architecture to solve the problem

Now

Truth
Data

Model

Software 2.0

Image Source: Fjodor van Veen, Asimov Institute, https://www.asimovinstitute.org/author/fjodorvanveen/

Prediction

Something like
that…

A Real Estate Example
Ø

Expert build approach:

Price = a0 + a1✽sq_ft + a2✽zip_code + a3✽build_quality_factor + a4✽year_built +
a5✽num_rooms + a6✽num_floors + a7✽garden_factor + a8✽view_factor + a9✽school_factor + …

Ø

Big data approach:

Take data of all the transactions in the country in the last 100 years. Specify a model type and
let the computer find the best model which will predict the house price based on the
characteristics of the houses and the historical prices payed for them.
Often, if you have enough data, even a nearest neighbour algorithm will give excellent results!

Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN)
Training approaches

Image source:https://colah.github.io/posts/2014-07-Conv-Nets-Modular/

Training Neural Networks - 1
ØSupervised learning: Label examples with the desired behavior, define a similarity measures
and punish divergences (errors) from the desired behavior. Passive process – no interaction
with the real world during the training phase.
Educational approach: Do this! Don’t do that!

Training Neural Networks - 2
ØUnsupervised learning: Observe examples from the real world, try to learn the distribution
(probability) of different events and behaviors and/or try to replicate reality from a restricted
set of inputs. Passive process – no interaction with the real world during the training phase.
Educational approach: Observe, observe, observe, replicate!

Training Neural Networks - 3
ØReinforcement learning: Let the system interact with the world (or a simulator of it) during
training and reward actions that produce the desired results.
Educational approach: Don’t hypothesize, try and see! Well done!

Training Neural Networks -4
Ø

The majority of systems currently in use are trained with supervised
learning.

Ø

The results that have captivated public imagination the most, have been
produced using reinforcement learning (computer game playing, AlphaGo
zero, etc.).

It seem that rewards are a better way to teach than punishments!

How far have we gone?
Ø

Current implementations can model up to 150 billion connections.

Ø

A cat’s brain has approximately 10 trillion connections (synapses).

Ø

Human brain has approximately 100 trillion connections (synapses).

Examples
• Object detection at scale:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOC3huqHrss
• Generating artificial human faces and combining them:
https://youtu.be/c-NJtV9Jvp0?t=155
Sources:

1. YOLO (You Only Look Once ) official developer video
2. T.Karas, S.Laine, M. Aittala, J. Hellsten, J.Lehtinen, T.Aila, StyleGAN2, NVDIA Labs

Definitely impressive! Is there a catch?

With great power comes great responsibility…

and with responsibility, accountability

but

What exactly
happens here?

Image source: https://distill.pub/2018/building-blocks/

The Black Box Problem
Model are so complex that is often impossible to
understand why a certain output or prediction has been
produced!

Can the model be wrong?

Can the model be wrong more often for a subgroup of inputs?

Sometimes, yes…

And what if the predictions are wrong and the model is part of
a decision making system whose decisions affect humans?

Bias
An algorithm is considered to be biased if it produces results that are on
average skewed (or incorrect) with respect to some subgroups of the
population it is used to analyse.

Source: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Why would that happen?
We get a magnifying lens and look at society.
What we see is not always nice!

For this reasons, some authors describe
machine learning models as

… opinions embedded in code…

* Cathy O’ Neil

Source: AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? House of Lords. Select Committee on AI, session 2017-19

, or,

… money laundering for bias

* Maciej Ceglowski

Source: AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? House of Lords. Select Committee on AI, session 2017-19

And what if?

The computer says no!

The computer says no!
“We take bias, which in certain forms is what we call ‘culture’, put it in
a black box and crystallise it for ever. That is where we have a problem.
We have even more of a problem when we think that that black box has
the truth and we follow it blindly, and we say, ‘The computer says no’.
That is the problem”.
* Olivier Thereaux

Source: AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? House of Lords. Select Committee on AI, session 2017-19

But how does bias enter into the model?

The paths to a biased model
Ø

Existing biases in society

Ø

Dataset problems: non representative dataset, underrepresented
subgroups, outdated data, deliberate data poisoning etc

Ø

Algorithm designer’s (conscious and unconscious) biases

Ø

Training method induced bias

Ø

Algorithm applied out of context

Source: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Legal Context in the UK
qEquality Act 2010. Defines nine protected characteristics upon which basis it is illegal to
discriminate against an individual:
Age

Disability

Gender assignment

Marriage or civil partnership

Pregnancy and maternity

Race

Religion or beliefs

Sex

Sexual orientation

qGDPR & Data Protection Act 2018:
-

The right to explanation (in relation to automatic decision making).
The right to opt-out of automatic decisions.
The public sector equality duty.
Exemption for processing sensitive data for controlling and verifying equality of treatment.

Source: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Key UK Bodies working on AI policy, ethics,
risks and standardization
ØAlan Turing Institute
ØAI Council
ØCentre for Data Ethics and Innovation
ØGovernment Office for Artificial Intelligence
ØInformation Commissioner’s Office
ØInstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
ØBritish Standards Institute
ØRoyal Society

Algorithmic bias in action

Analysis of seven high-profile failure cases

Example 1: Media
Polarized recommendation engines
YouTube recommendation engine recommending ever more polarizing content (extreme left/right
videos, conspiracy theories etc.).
How it happened:
•

Algorithm aims to maximize user engagement (YouTube make money buy selling
advertising attached to videos)

•

Humans have two fundamentally different mental operational modes:
rational and emotional

•

If one has only 5 seconds to attract attention and generate engagement which mode of
thinking should one target? Children figure that out very early in life.

Sources: 1. YouTube the Great Radicalizer, New York Times, Zeynep Tufekci, 10.03.2018
2. How YouTube Drives People to the Internet’s Darkest Corners, Jack Nicas, Wall Street Journal, 7.02.2018

Example 1: Media
Polarized recommendation engine
Key points:
•

Algorithm worked as intended. No design flows, no malicious software engineers or
scientists.

•

The combination of the selected optimization target (engagement) coupled with human
nature resulted in the recommendation engine being biased towards extremist content
that will create strong emotions to the viewers (rage, fear, hate).

Sources: 1. YouTube the Great Radicalizer, New York Times, Zeynep Tufekci, 10.03.2018
2. How YouTube Drives People to the Internet’s Darkest Corners, Jack Nicas, Wall Street Journal, 7.02.2018

Example 2: Technology
Biased image recognition systems
Computer vision algorithms classify images showing US brides correctly (bride, dress, woman,
wedding) but North Indian brides not (performance art, costume)1. Googles’ visual recognition
algorithms fail to distinguish between black people and gorillas2.
•

Most image recognition algorithms are trained on the ImageNet dataset which contains
14m labelled images

•

45% of ImageNet data are form the US, which is home to 4% of the word’s population

•

China and India together, home to 36% of the word’s population, contribute only 3% of
ImageNet

Sources: 1. AI can be sexist and racist — it’s time to make it fair. J.Zou, L. Schiebinger, Nature 559, 324-326 (2018)
2. AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? House of Lords. Select Committee on AI, session 2017-19

Example 2 : Technology
Biased image recognition systems
Key points:
•

Algorithm worked as intended. No design flows, no malicious software engineers or
scientists.

•

The training dataset is severely unbalanced and not representative of the wider
populations.

•

Algorithm has lower accuracy for under-represented groups.

N.B.: The problem proved hard to solve. Three full years after the problem was identified, not being able
to resolve it, Google had disabled the ability to search for gorillas.
Sources: 1. AI can be sexist and racist — it’s time to make it fair. J.Zou, L. Schiebinger, Nature 559, 324-326 (2018)
2. AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? House of Lords. Select Committee on AI, session 2017-19

Example 3: Banking
Discriminating Credit Limit Algorithms
Apple card (via Goldman Sachs): Extreme discrimination against women in approved credit
limits.
•

Steve Wozniak (apple co-founder): same assets and accounts with his wife 10x higher
credit limit.

•

David H. Hansson : same assets and accounts with his wife, she has a higher credit score
than him, he got a 20x higher credit limit.

•

Apples’ response: “Credit limits are determined by an algorithm.”

“Computer says no!”
Source: https://edition.cnn.com/2019/11/10/business/goldman-sachs-apple-card-discrimination/index.html

Example 3
Discriminating Credit Limit Algorithms
What (possibly) went wrong:
•

Biased (historical) dataset

•

Non calibrated model

•

Insufficient testing

Source: https://edition.cnn.com/2019/11/10/business/goldman-sachs-apple-card-discrimination/index.html

Example 4: Employment Industry
Discriminating Advertising Algorithm
Google algorithms advertise high paid jobs six times more often to male than to female
candidates of the exact same skills.
•

17.350 fake accounts exposed to 600.000 job listings

•

Male and female accounts exactly similar, except for sex

•

High paid jobs (salary >200k$) were showed six times more often to male users

Source: A. Datta, M Tschantz,Automated experiments on ad privacy settings. Proceedings on privacy
enhancing technologies, 2015(1), 92-112, example discussed also in:
Landscape summary: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, 2019

Example 4
Discriminating Advertising Algorithm
What (possibly) went wrong:
•

Bias in historical dataset (historically more man having higher paid jobs)

•

Correlations in the dataset (between sex and salary) perceived as causality: sex
determines who deserves, or who has the qualities required to get, a higher salary

•

Insufficient testing for fairness

Result: Perpetuating pre-existing biases
Source: A. Datta, M Tschantz,Automated experiments on ad privacy settings. Proceedings on privacy
enhancing technologies, 2015(1), 92-112, example discussed also in:
Landscape summary: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, 2019

Example 5: Betting Markets
Algorithm targeting sensitive groups
Targeting advertising algorithm under trial for a betting company ends up targeting bipolar
(manic-depression) people just before entering the manic phase.
How it happened:
•

The algorithm determined that people in manic phase are more likely to bet aggressively

•

It determined a range of user behaviors that precede this phase, and targeted users that
exhibit them

N.B.: Patients during the manic phase tend to feel omnipotent and therefore are more likely
to bet heavily, probably perceiving that they can “beat the house”.
Source: Presentation by algorithm developer in London Machine Learning Meetup

Example 5
Algorithm targeting sensitive groups
How it happened:
•

Algorithm worked as intended. No design flows, no malicious software engineers or
scientists.

•

A human weakness was correctly identified by the algorithm and targeted.

What followed:
•

The betting market is highly regulated. The operation of the algorithm was monitored by
a multidisciplinary team.

•

The algorithm was never deployed live and further experimentation with similar
algorithms seized.

Source: Presentation by a member of the algorithm audit team in London Machine Learning Meetup,
11/2017

Example 6: Criminal System
Discriminating against race
The Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) system.
Used by a number of courts in the US to generate risk-assessments for the defendants, which are
then used by judges when determining sentences.
•

Heavily criticized for contributing to delivering biased decisions in court.

•

Some studies indicate that it delivers decisions that are no better than untrained humans
chose at random.

•

Systematically mislabeled white defendants as low risk and BAME defendants as high risk.

•

Model does not take race as an input and the developer has calibrated for equal true
positive rates across all races,

Sources: 1. Landscape summary: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, 2019
2. https://www.propublica.org/article/bias-in-criminal-risk-scores-is-mathematically-inevitable-researchers-say

Example 6
Discriminating against race
What (possibly) happens:
•

Race is inferred by the model by sociodemographic and/or behavioral or lifestyle factors.

•

Different re-offending rates for different races in the U.S.

•

The calibration of the model for equal true positives rates across races, means that the
group with the higher re-offended rate will have more members being wrongly classified as
high risk (false positives).

•

This is an example of the trade-off between achieving high positive predictive accuracy
and low false positive rate. This is a question with far reaching effects on human lives.
Is a company producing software the most appropriate party to decide?

Sources: 1. Landscape summary: Bias in Algorithmic Decision-Making, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, 2019
2. https://www.propublica.org/article/bias-in-criminal-risk-scores-is-mathematically-inevitable-researchers-say

Example 7: Social Media
Targeted advertising algorithms in the wild
Algorithms in the wild: Algorithm establishes used group of “Jew Haters” and advertisers
(potentially) pay facebook to reach them with targeted ads.
How it happened:
•

Users are algorithmically clustered based on the content that they consume

•

Another algorithm automatically generates advertising categories based on determined
user clusters

N.B.: Facebook removed the offending user categories immediately upon being notified of their
existence.
Source: https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enabled-advertisers-to-reach-jew-haters

Failure case 7
Targeted advertising algorithms in the wild
Key points:

•

Algorithm authorized to establish groups for targeting advertisement without any human
supervision and clearly insufficient constraints.

•

Constraints applied included a keyword search in a curated list of non-permissible terms
and the requirement that the cluster has a minimum number of members.

•

Does the fact that algorithms are not morally accountable agents imply that they should
not operate under the same constraints as humans?

•

Would it be conceivable for a human stuffed advertising agency to make money by
offering such services?

Source: https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enabled-advertisers-to-reach-jew-haters

Recap: The problems
• In the age of algorithms which learn from examples, the quality and representativeness of the training
examples, the dataset, often holds the key to the success or failure of a deployed model.
• Construction of a dataset requires a lot of time, effort and money. The dataset is often more valuable
than the final model itself.
• Protected attributes can often be inferred by models, although they might not be present in the dataset.
• Bias can enter algorithms also via incorrect model specification, the selection of an inappropriate
optimization target and the lack of appropriate constraints.
• Dataset and algorithms are both proprietary; hence it is very difficult for third parties to access them for
independent verification and testing.

Recap: The problems
• Based on some widely publicized failure cases there appears to be a lack of rigorous in-house testing
for bias, probably exacerbated by a perceived lack of accountability and answerability.
• When encountering social bias, dealing with it is effectively a matter of public policy. Is it appropriate
to outsource this decision to technology companies and software developers?
• No model is 100% accurate. In assisted decision-making systems involving human lives, there is an
explicit requirement for deciding on the trade-off between the model’s true positive and false positive
rates. Is it appropriate to outsource this decision to technology companies and software developers?

The way forward:
• End-to-end data governance and data audit is of paramount importance in AI systems - as important as
process governance and process audit in other domains.
• The principles and processes put forward in the data ethics framework ([4]) and in the Alan Turing report
“Understanding artificial intelligence ethics and safety”, should be followed across all stages of any data
collection and/or algorithmic development project.
• The principles of fairness, transparency and explainability need to acquire central focus across the full project
development cycle.
• The Alan Turing proposal ([3]) for the introduction of a Stakeholders Impact Assessments and a Fairness
Position Statements which are prepared by the model developers and shared with all affected stakeholders is
also in that direction.
• End-to-end human accountability must be enforced in all algorithmic deployments. The developers of
algorithms must be held to the same accountability and answerability requirements as human beings.
Accountability should be by design ([2]).

The way forward:
• Since both datasets and algorithms are often proprietary, the introduction of independent algorithm and
data audit bodies is a sensible way forward ([6]).
• Although increased scrutiny and regulation is the obvious way forward, it must be crafted carefully to
avoid having a disproportionate effect on new entrants to the field. In that respect, one should be aware
of the wolfs in sheep’s clothing, i.e. existing data monopolists which recently became advocates of
regulation.
• The government ([1]) intention to encourage the creation of data trusts and secure platforms for the
sharing of datasets is a step in the right direction.
• Initiatives, such as the IEEE “The Ethics Certification Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems
(ECPAIS)” will provide much needed guidance and standardisation in the field.

The way forward:
• Since human behavior and societies are ever evolving, continuous monitoring of deployed models and
frequent updates is of paramount importance to ensure continuous performance. This is particularly
important and should be provisioned in all public sector deployments of AI systems procured from third
parties.
• Machine learning algorithms are very good at identifying hidden bias in society. We must use this
knowledge to better understand and improve upon society.
• And don’t forget: A model can only be as good as the data used to train it are!

Final words
“You can never be neutral; it is us. This is projected in what we do. It is projected in our
engineering systems and algorithms and the data that we are producing. The question is how
these preferences can become explicit, because if it can become explicit it is accountable and
you can deal with it. If it is presented as a fact, it is dangerous; it is a bias and it is hidden
under the table and you do not see it. It is the difficulty of making implicit things explicit”1.
Democracy persists because institutions preserve it: in the press and the electoral process, but
also in courts, in schools, in hospitals, and more. If democracy resides in institutions, then how
can we ensure that AI supports them?2

Sources: 1. Dr Ing. Konstantinos Karachalios, Managing Director, IEEE-Standards Associations, in [1], 2. Royal Society, [9]
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Bonus
https://youtu.be/K9a6mGNmhbc?t=24

Source: Yolo watches nature – YOLO (You Only Look Once ) official developer video

Thank you!
Mi n a s S i f a k i s ,
Machine Learning Scientist
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Disclaimer: The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in the text belong solely to the author, and not
necessarily to the author's employer, organization, committee or other group or individual.

